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What is Chayenu?

Content

Chayenu is a weekly Torah
publication (in Hebrew & English)
focused on the Daily Study Cycles
of Chumash, Rambam, Tanya and
more. Chayenu also features fresh
content from a variety of relevant
and inspirational Torah sources
including classical commentaries
and current original writings.

DAILY STUDY SECTION:

Our mission it to make Torah
learning accessible to everyone by
taking the preparation work out
of Torah Study and through
leveraging the still very strong
print media market. The content,
printed in a pocket size, soft cover,
newsprint type magazine, is
summarized and elucidated in a
clear and easy to understand
format. Chayenu preserves the
original text of some of the more
classical material translating it all
into English so both the novice
and layman can glean a
meaningful message.
Founded in 2009, Chayenu now
distributes close to 3000 copies in
over 10 countries worldwide—weekly.

Chumash—Featuring a linear style translation of Chumash & Rashi.
Tanya—Divided into daily lessons, debuting a Hebrew-English Linear
translation with vowels.
Rambam—We bring you “a compendium of the entire Oral Torah”
(RAMBAM) divided into a daily study cycle of 1 chapter per day,
featuring the most comprehensive English translation available today.
Sefer HaMitzvos—A brief study of each Mitzvah- completing all 613
Mitzvos in a year.
HaYom Yom—An anthology of aphorisms & customs, arranged
according to the days of the year.

WEEKLY STUDY SECTION:
Parsha Insight—Interpretations of the Weekly Torah readings.
Geulah—Themes relating to redemption based on the weekly Parsha.
Chassidus—A timely synopsis of the deepest dimensions of the written
and oral Torah.
Rebbe Responsa—Letters from the Lubavitcher Rebbe in English.
Halacha & Minhag—Excerpts from books relating to Jewish law & customs.
Moadim—Chassidic Insights into the Cycle of the Jewish Year.
Chassidic Story—A section of inspirational stories featuring Chasidic
masters and mystics.

Pricing
USA:

Canada:

Individually mailed subscription
$2.50/week ($130/year)

Individually mailed subscription
$3.50/week ($182/year)

Newsstand Price $1.50/week
Orders of 10+ $104/year each
Orders of 30+ $78/year each

You can choose to receive
Chayenu in the mail directly to
your home or office or via a local
group order/distribution point.

Other International:
South Africa—R10/week • UK—£1.75/week
Australia—$2.00/week • Israel—10 NIS/week

Contact us for international orders and for special pricing for Bulk,
Shuls, Schools and institutions.
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yossi@chayenu.org 516-234-0770 www.chayenu.org

